
Viewpoint: UN should reject a proposed ban on gene drives

draft resolution would revise the U.N. Convention on Biological Diversity to call on governments
to “refrain from” releasing organisms containing engineered gene drives, according to the 
MIT Technology Review. A gene drive is a technology that can rapidly propagate a particular
set of genes throughout a population, including genes that cause sterility in a species. 

Earlier this year, researchers at Imperial College London reported doing just that in malaria-carrying
mosquito species. The genetic construct engineered into the mosquitoes caused female mosquitoes to
become sterile. Passed along by engineered male mosquitoes, lab-grown populations went extinct after
seven to 11 generations. Crashing populations of malaria-carrying mosquitoes in the wild could annually
save half a million lives and spare hundreds of millions from the misery of this disease.

The proposed ban is supported by some of the more radical anti-science activist groups. For example, the
luddite ETC Group (along with Friends of the Earth) have launched a petition that calls “for a global
moratorium on any release of engineered gene drives. This moratorium is necessary to affirm the
precautionary principle,* which is enshrined in international law, and to protect life on Earth as well as our
food supply.”
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To counter this nonsense, gene drive researchers have issued an open letter that strongly pushes back
against the proposed ban, which would apply even to experiments:

Closing the door on research by creating arbitrary barriers, high uncertainty, and open-ended
delays will significantly limit our ability to provide answers to the questions policy-makers,
regulators and the public are asking. The moratorium suggested…would prevent the full
evaluation of the potential uses of gene drive. Instead, the feasibility and modalities of any field
evaluation should be assessed on a case-by-case basis….

Member States can enable the Convention on Biological Diversity to be a platform for
knowledge and experience sharing. We should not decide against the use of a tool before
potential costs and benefits can be fully evaluated. We urge governments to ensure the
decisions taken at the Convention on Biological Diversity’s next meeting do not amount to a
moratorium on gene drive research, but instead offer a balanced and constructive way forward
for Parties to learn and monitor this field of research.

The good news is that since decisions require consensus, negotiators are unlikely to approve the ban,
since some countries with biotech industries are expected to oppose the measure.

(*The precautionary principle is the idea that we should never do anything for the first time.)
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